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 12 | More than 800 guests
explore quantum science at  

IQC’s Open House
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photon trIplets  
pg 04

read about what thomas Jennewein 

said will “open a new frontier  

of quantum optics.”

the quantum Factory  
pg 08

find out more about the new blog! 

quantumfactory.wordpress.com 

seth lloyd  
lectures at Iqc  

pg 10
find out what seth lloyd thinks 

about iQc, the universe as a quantum 

computer, and the importance of 

quantum information research.
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welCOMe Message

greetings from iQc 

iQc aspires to make fundamental discoveries that will enable 

humanity to benefit from the information processing power  

of the quantum world. success requires the hard work  

and dedication of the world’s brightest minds: students, 

postdoctoral researchers, faculty, international collaborators 

and visitors. in the pages of this newsletter, you’ll find 

scientific highlights from the last term and meet some of  

iQc’s exceptional researchers. 

breakthroughs in quantum information processing require 

cutting-edge tools and facilities. in the past year, we’ve seen 

the opening of iQc’s second building, research Advancement 

centre ii, and we are eagerly anticipating our expansion into 

iQc’s permanent home, the state-of-the-art mike and ophelia 

lazaridis Quantum-nano centre this fall.  

we are fortunate to have dedicated staff who work hard to 

provide vital support towards achieving our mission and allow 

iQc to be much greater than the sum of its parts.

we are also preparing the next-generation workforce — 

scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, civil servants and others  

— from the children at our open house to the iQc alumni who  

will apply the knowledge and skills obtained at waterloo 

throughout the world.

we hope you enjoy the sampling of our activities and 

achievements over the past few months in this latest newsletter. 

here’s to our great successes so far and to more growth and 

breakthroughs ahead. 
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science corner

rac2 labs

iQc faculty, postdocs and students have continued to set the global standard for 

quantum information research over the past term. here is a sampling of some of 

the cutting-edge research published recently in leading academic journals. 

“ dIrect generatIon  
oF photon trIplets  
usIng cascaded  
photon-paIr sources”

iQc researchers thomas JenneWeIn, 

kevIn resch, hannes hübel and 

deny hamel, in collaboration with 

researchers in Austria and Australia, 

achieved a breakthrough in quantum 

optics with the direct generation of photon 

triplets. their results were published in  

Nature 466, 601-603 (July 2010). 

alliance for Quantum academia  
in december, five iQc students traveled to the national university 

of singapore’s centre for Quantum technologies (cQt) to attend 

the first graduate student congress on Quantum information and 

computation. Jean-phIlIppe bourgoIn, peter groszkoWskI, 

stacey JeFFery, artem kaznatcheev and gelo noel tabIa 

took the opportunity to share their research results and exchange 

ideas with the 35 or so participants from around the globe. 

Anne broadbent with John milloy (left),  

david c. onley and John polanyi (far right)

richard cleve

AwArds & HOnOurs  
anne broadbent, polanyi prize

anne broadbent, cifAr Junior fellow

rIchard cleve, royal society fellow

kevIn resch, outstanding performance Award

John Watrous, outstanding performance Award

Frank WIlhelm, outstanding performance Award

hamed maJedI, distinguished performance Award 

rac2 is bustling with 

research these days. 

check out the progress! 
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unexpeCted KudOs

urbasI sInha and colleagues recently 

put born’s rule — a fundamental precept of 

quantum mechanics — to the test with their 

triple-slit experiment. After publishing the 

results in the paper “ruling out multi-order 

interference in Quantum mechanics”,  

Science 329, 418-421 (July 2010), 

urbasi received a letter of thanks from  

an unexpected source: 
“Dear Dr. Sinha,

I am the son of Max Born, and I am greatly gratified that theoretical work he 

did in 1926 (when I was five) should now receive experimental confirmation.”

Gustav Born, UK.   

From a letter dated Aug. 11, 2010 

Jay gambetta 
in their paper entitled “Quantum non-demolition detection of 

single microwave photons in a circuit”, Nature Physics 6, 663-667 

(June 2010), iQc research Assistant professor Jay gambetta 

and colleagues outlined techniques for detecting photons 

in microwave circuits with minimal disturbance. 

in “preparation and measurement of three-qubit entanglement 

in a superconducting circuit”, Nature 467, 574-578 (september 

2010), gambetta and colleagues demonstrated three-qubit 

entanglement in a superconducting circuit. 

published in Nature Physics

     Qip2011  
CONFereNCe
Iqc was well represented at the 14th 

Workshop on quantum Information  

processing in singapore this January.  

some Iqc contributions include:

“entanglement can increase 

asymptotic rates of zero-error classical 

communication over classical channels,” 

by debbIe leung, laura mancInska, 

WIllIam mattheWs, marIs ozols 

and aIdan roy

“Quantum interactive proofs with  

weak error bounds,“ by tsuyoshI 

Ito, John Watrous and 

collaborators

“on the solution space of quantum  

2-sAt problems,” by JIanxIn chen, 

beI zeng and collaborators

“Quantum query complexity of  

minor-closed graph properties,” by 

andreW chIlds and robIn kotharI

“constructing elliptic curve  

isogenies in quantum subexponential 

time,” by andreW chIlds and 

collaborators 

“finding is as easy as detecting for 

quantum walks,” by marIs ozols 

and collaborators  



AQ Questions & Answers

hometown? chattanooga, tn

What first intrigued you about quantum science? that it 

shattered conventional wisdom, and that no one can explain why it is.

What are you currently investigating? using spins — electronic 

and nuclear spins — to encode quantum information and form the 

basis for solid-state quantum computing technologies. 

how would you briefly describe quantum information science 
to a complete layperson? i might say that a quantum computer is 

not constrained to being in a well-defined classical state — and 

therefore it is more powerful and more general than a classical one. 

What hobbies/interests do you have away from Iqc? 
playing music (guitar and piano), politics, travel.

What continues to pique your curiosity, scientifically or 
otherwise? not only solving everyday research challenges, but also 

gradually gaining deeper insight into the way everything works. 

any random, interesting factoid about you, your lab or your 
scientific work? i originally studied to be a composer, but switched 

to physics in my first year of university.

get to know:  

Jonathan baugh  
   faculty

neW 
AwArd for  
iQc students

the IQC david Johnston 
Award for scientific 
Outreach

during a farewell 

reception for  

outgoing uwaterloo 

president david 

Johnston, IQC 

director raymond 

Laflamme announced 

a new annual award recognizing students 

for outstanding commitment to scientific 

outreach and community engagement.  

the IQC david Johnston Award for scientific 

Outreach will award $2,500 to up to three 

IQC students each year. this award is pending 

senate Committee approval. stay tuned to  

iqc.uwaterloo.ca for more details! 

06 i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

CatherineKrister
Jonathan



Questions & Answers
get to know iQc researchers

07

hometown? i was born in ontario, but have moved around 

a lot. my parents are missionaries so i lived in sri lanka for 

two years and pakistan for over 10 years. in between i also 

spent a couple of years in new brunswick and nova scotia. 

What first intrigued you about quantum science? 

in my third year quantum mechanics course at Queen’s  

the concept of a qubit was first introduced to me.  

i was fascinated by this idea and began to read up on 

quantum information. A fourth year project on quantum 

cryptography pushed me to pursue quantum information  

in graduate school.

how would you briefly describe quantum 
information science to a complete layperson? 
the world of quantum mechanics is a strange place. things 

in the quantum world do not behave as we would normally 

expect: quantum objects follow a different set of rules.  

for the past century we have been exploring this exciting 

new world, but only recently have we reached the point 

where we can start to take advantage of these new quantum 

rules to do things that were previously impossible. 

Quantum mechanics may one day allow us to build 

computers capable of solving problems out of the reach 

of conventional computers or allow us to make better 

measuring devices. Already we are using quantum mechanics 

to share secret messages. the future is bright for quantum 

devices and technologies.

What hobbies/interests do you have away from Iqc? 
i am an avid lindy hopper (a type of swing dance). when i 

am not in the lab, i am probably dancing.

What continues to pique your curiosity, scientifically 
or otherwise? i have become interested in scientific 

outreach. it is a challenging problem trying to explain your 

work to people who are not well versed in your field. trying 

to come up with ways to present my research to a lay 

audience has forced me to look at my own work differently.

hometown? Antigonish, ns

What first intrigued you about quantum 
science? in junior high i wanted to be a science 

fiction writer, so i started reading about modern 

physics to come up with interesting scenarios  

for stories.

What are you currently investigating? 

i am working on quantum key distribution in “real 

world” settings, like in existing information networks. 

What scientist (past or present) inspires you, 
and why? Janna levin, because she is a serious 

physicist who also writes about art and science.  

[A theoretical cosmologist at barnard college,  

levin is author of the bestseller How the Universe 

Got its Spots and has written essays to accompany 

art exhibitions at galleries around england.]

how would you briefly describe quantum 
information science to a complete layperson? 

it involves making the fuzzy lower resolution of the 

universe work for us.

What hobbies/interests do you have away 
from Iqc? i like running, swimming and biking. 

i also like to make generative art — using information 

or algorithms to create new designs. that can 

range from embroidering cross-stitch fractals to 

programming music videos that react to the pitch, 

volume or timbre of the music.

What continues to pique your curiosity, 
scientifically or otherwise? i like it when two 

seemingly unrelated fields, like biology and computer 

science, or art and physics, come together to 

produce new ideas. 

get to know:  

krister shalm 
   postdoctoral fellow

get to know:  

catherine holloway  
   student 



quantumuantumuantum
connections

the Quantum Factory Blog  
he went to china to recruit the country’s top minds 

to iQc and uwaterloo. Along the way, martin laforest 

traversed the great wall, hobnobbed with politicians, 

dined on octopus and snake, and of course spread the 

word about uwaterloo, iQc and the graduate program. 

check out martin’s china travelogue, and many other 

adventures in quantumness, on Quantumfactory, the 

brand new blog spearheaded by iQc’s communications 

& outreach team. interested in writing for the blog?  

let us know! 

Join us at quantumfactory.wordpress.com 

useQip on youtube  
the 2011 undergraduate school on experimental Quantum 

information processing runs from may 30 to June 10. the 

program is designed for third-year students in engineering, 

physics, chemistry and math with an interest in quantum 

information processing. 

check out a video of useQip 2010 and other clips on iQc’s 

youtube channel at www.youtube.com/quantumiqc 

QCsys  
the Quantum cryptography school for 

young students (Qcsys) is an exciting 

week-long program offered to students  

in grades 10-12. this year the program  

will run through August 8-12. check out 

iqc.uwaterloo.ca/conferences/qcsys2011 

for more details. 

photo credit:  
melissa tait, Waterloo Region Record

08 i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

www.facebook.com/quantumiqctwitter @QuantumiQC flickr.com/quantumiqcyoutube.com/quantumiqc 
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spreading
    the word

postdoctoral fellow Anne broadbent shared her passion for quantum science 

during talks she delivered to a pair of women’s groups in recent months.

Anne’s presentAtion  
wAs fAntAstic,” sAid 

pArticipAnt mAry d’Alton. 
“everyone hAd A brilliAnt 

time, And it opened the 
eyes of mAny people.

In november, anne was invited to speak at 

ladies’ night out, a women’s educational event in 

listowel, not far from the rural homestead where 

broadbent lives with her husband and young son. 

According to event organizer margaret mcmahon, 

broadbent’s talk was a fascinating and accessible 

introduction to the complexities of quantum 

information processing.

“Although quantum computers are a heavy topic, 

Anne was able to give the audience an  

explanation of what they are and how they work 

in language we could understand,” said mcmahon. 

“there were lots of questions for Anne and she 

kindly answered them all.”

her talk in listowel caught the attention of the 

waterloo chapter of the international women’s 

forum of canada, who visited iQc to hear Anne 

speak in January. 

the group of about a dozen women from  

waterloo region’s business, academic and  

cultural sectors was fascinated by Anne’s talk  

about the motivations and goals of quantum 

information research. 

raymond laflamme leading the waterloo 

chapter guests through the nmr lab.
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setH LLOyd  . . .  on the unIverse as a quantum computer

i’ve argued that the universe is a quantum computer. the universe itself is already processing information at the microscopic 

level all the time. when we build a quantum computer, we’re kind of coming in and hijacking the ongoing computation by 

making it compute something that we would like it to compute, rather than what it would normally be computing. we’re 

participating in the universal computation, rather than forcing the universe to compute. the fact that the universe, at bottom, 

is processing information and computing in a uniquely quantum mechanical way is, in some sense, uncontroversial. though, 

when i make this argument it always seems to cause controversy. 

. . .  on Iqc

i’m extremely impressed by the institute for Quantum computing, which has recently surpassed my own institution, mit, 

to become the largest quantum computing department in the world. so while i’m a bit dismayed by this, i am also very 

impressed, and i think it’s wonderful that the canadian government and, perhaps most importantly, mike lazaridis, see 

the potential for quantum computing to be so important that they’re willing to support it to this fantastic degree. iQc and 

waterloo are now a world-centre for quantum computing; everybody knows about it, everybody comes here, it’s a really 

fantastic place and there are wonderful things coming out of it. 

. . .  on the Importance oF quantum InFormatIon research

Quantum information — the study of how information is registered and processed at the most fundamental levels — is not 

just a field that allows you to say, build quantum computers that factor large numbers; it really is a universal language for 

what’s happening at the microscopic level. As a result, it has broad applications not merely in quantum technologies, but 

in understanding how the structure of matter works …and maybe understanding how the universe itself is put together. 

Quantum information has the potential for making a unified picture of the whole of physics. for that reason, investing in 

quantum information is the smart thing to do.  

10

What
    seth lloyd

said

if your QuAntA Are broke, 
we fix ‘em.

dr.  seth lloyd,  a  sel f -descr ibed “quantum mechanic” (s logan:  “ i f  your quanta are broke,  we f ix  ‘em”) 

from the massachusetts  Inst i tute of  technology del ivered a lunch-hour lecture at  Iqc about t ime 

travel .  an internat ional ly  renowned f igure in  quantum information research,  l loyd took the t ime 

to share his  thoughts on Iqc and the importance of  quantum information research.  check out  the 

interview cl ips and the fu l l  lecture at  iqc.uwater loo.ca  

i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a



IQC is inviting applications for tenured or tenure-track faculty 

positions as well as graduate student and postdoctoral 

positions in all areas of quantum information research. 

positions are currently available for cross-appointment in the 

Faculty of Mathematics, the department of Chemistry and the 

department of physics and Astronomy at the university of 

waterloo. Visit iqc.uwaterloo.ca/welcome/positions 

for more information.   

postdocs
Mohammad Ansari
Jianxin Chen
robadeb rahimi darabad 
Brendon Higgins 
piotr Kolenderski
Florian Ong
emily pritchett
Aidan roy
Krister shalm

graduate  
students 
razieh Annabestani
Kent Fisher
nick Gigov 
Luke Govia
nupur Gupta
Fatin Haque
Catherine Holloway
tomas Jochym-O’Connor
Artem Kaznatcheev
xian Ma
sergei Mikheev
Abel Molina
Mohamad niknam
Kyungdeock (daniel) park
Om patange
wenling Qiao 
yuval sanders
Gelo noel tabia 
Christopher wood
Mengyun Zhai

undergraduate 
students 
tessa Alexanian
Mark Cachia 
Grant Cleary
Julian Glaessel
erika Janitz
Andrew Kowalczyszyn
thomas Lutz
Fil simovic
Veli tezgel

long term  
visitors
Feng Guanru
Bettina Heim
youning Li

staff
Jeremy Chamilliard
Lisa david
Michaelangelo Finistauri
Melissa Floyd
Ajnu Jacob
Laszlo petho
rodello salandanan
Ivar taminiau
Carly turnbull 
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arrivals recruitment 

check us out!
new website

IQC recently revamped and relaunched 

its website, iqc.uwaterloo.ca, with a new 

look, enhanced interactivity, audience-

specific features and much more. the 

new site, created with input from IQC 

members and web design experts, serves 

as a news source, a recruiting tool, a 

learning resource and a gateway to IQC 

social media. Check it out! 

Where have  
you been? 
do you have a photo of 

yourself wearing an IQC hat or 

t-shirt somewhere outside of 

waterloo? e-mail it to us for 

our “IQC Around the world” 

project! iqc@uwaterloo.ca 

IQC’s permanent home, 

the Mike & Ophelia 

Lazaridis Quantum-

nano Centre, is 

nearing completion. 

to celebrate its opening later this year, and to 

commemorate IQC’s upcoming 10th anniversary, IQC 

will host an exciting series of scientific and cultural 

events. stay tuned to iqc.uwaterloo.ca for details!   

qnc

martin laforest at the 

great wall of china
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Record crowds

visit IQC’s 

Open House!

More than 800 curious visitors explored the 

world of quantum information science during Iqc’s biggest-ever 

open house, held saturday sept. 18, 2010. Iqc was the most-visited 

site on doors open Waterloo region, a day-long event that saw 

dozens of local buildings and institutions host open houses and 

tours. thanks to the dozens of Iqc students, faculty and staff who 

volunteered to make the open house a resounding success. 

look for the next issue of NewBit coming in the spring!


